This Certifies that
(Customer name HERE)
has offset (YOUR CALCULATED AMOUNT) tonnes of carbon dioxide through
greenhouse gas reduction projects in order to reduce the rate of global
climate change.

ENVIRO ASSOCIATES LIMITED 2011

www.enviroassociates.org.uk

Carbon Profile Contents:
Below is a breakdown of the activities which produced pollution that you
have decided to offset voluntarily.
Type

Tonnes

Description

Here is an example…
Aeroplane Flight
Car Journey

1.77
3.5

Flew from LONDON to ORD
10,000 miles

Offset cost: £39.59
TOTAL COST: £39.59

CURRENT PROJECTS FROM ENVIRO ASSOCIATES:

www.enviroassociates.org.uk

Reduce what you use. Reuse what you have. Recycle what you have got.
Some tips for you, or your company we felt here at Enviro Associates Limited would help
you protect the Environment, save energy and become more “green”.
Residential












Some houses lose a lot of heat through gaps. Use a brush or seal on places such as
letterboxes, keyholes, floorboards and skirting.
Your loft can be a big factor of your house losing heat and in turn wasting energy.
Use insulation.
Turn your thermostat down.
Switch to a renewable electricity supplier
Light saving light bulbs
Don’t leave equipment on standby
Your hot water tank is insulated
When cooking use the correct pan size
When making a tea or coffee use only the right amount of water
Turn the tap off for example when brushing your teeth, don’t leave it running.
Have a shower instead of a bath

Travelling








Avoid sharp acceleration and heavy breaking
Don’t leave engines idling
Drive on the motorway between 55 – 65mph
Check your tyre pressures
Avoid using the car if you can
Avoid short journeys, walk if you can
Remove anything that reduced your cars aerodynamics when you are not using it. A
roof box for example

Air Travel





Don’t fly at all if you can avoid it
Combine trips
Use public transport if it is short haul
Best to fly direct instead of doing a stop over
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In your place of work





Only turn lights on when needed
Digitally hold things, do you really need to print something?
Print double sided if need be
Us e windows that open in a smart way

We work along with an FSA regulated company to source Carbon Credits from
Voluntary projects around the world. All of our carbon credits are of the Verified
Carbon Standard (VCS) and have already been purchased by AGT Investments
Limited.
When we receive settlement. This receipt and offset certificate if sent out to him
with also proof of retirement from the Registry your carbon credits are held on.
Because the carbon credits are already held by AGT Investments, this can make for
quick retirement of the credits from the register and in turn make you, or your
company, or your family Carbon neutral in a short matter of time.
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